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ABSTRACT:
People in India felt themselves in the same scenario in post modern era striving to break away from established
traditions and customs. There are different writers in India trying to portray things in realistic manner bringing forth
anger and frustration of people against the system where in three is no scope for liberty and individuality. Chetan Bhagat
is one of the writers winning laurels of people for being true representative of their feelings and aspirations.  His writing
is the symbol of liberal society with no limitation on imagination, creativity and innovation inspiring people to follow the
basic principle of live and let live. Bhagat’s protagonists follow life in their own way showing their anger against the
system that conspires to defeat them in their endeavors. Rya Oberai, Vroom, Ishan Krish and Raghav are men with
revolutionary ideas who refuse to make compromises with the system that was suffering from many pitfalls. In this way
they are different from common people who live life following the dictates of society and system. They are the people
guided by their own inner voice even though that is against the rules of society. Hence, the paper explores the hardships
of his characters who want to bring change in the society.
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Chetan Bhagat is the writer of youth and most of the characters in his novels are young, energetic and
revolutionary in their temperament. They do not agree with the present conditions of the society around them
for they believe in the complete transformation of society that is open to adopt diverse views in the society
without any animosity. They do not accept the things which are rigid in nature. Moreover, they contradict
against what is harmful and bad in society.

Five Point Someone: What Not to Do at IIT

The novel portrays the mess in the education system of India but that has been challenged by younger
generation with revolutionary ideas. They do not subscribe the education system in which there is no scope for
creativity. This is reflected at the outset of the novel when Hari puts the simple definition of machine before
the professor and raising queries through his creativity on Jim machine which does not reduce energy but
despite it doubles the energy of the user. This starts a new discussion in the class with the result the professor
feels angry on the questioning nature of the students.

Ryan, Alok and Hari emerge as a collective criticism against a system that has no place for
independent thinking that is necessary for the benefit of society. Learning without creativity seems to have
only one purpose and that is to be successful only in the material aspect of life. Queries against the faulty
system are raised by students reflecting their observation, “This is supposed to be the best college in India, the
best technology institute for a country of a billion. But has IIT ever invented anything? Or made any technical
contribution to India?” (FPSO: 34) The boring system of education has overburdened with excessive work
having less time for students to relax themselves. They believe:
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This system of relative grading and overburdening the students. I mean it kills the best fun years of your life.
But it kills something else. Where is the room for original thought? Where is the time for creativity? It is not
fair (FPSO: 35).

In this respect the novel contains a serious message for posterity that is captured in the web of
confusing ideologies where there is no scope for freedom and free thinking. The novelist expects students to
develop the innate abilities and capabilities so that they can yield good results for society.

One Night @ The Call Centre

One Night @ The Call Centre introduces characters who are the symbol of modern thinking believing on
individual liberty. They struggle to follow their dreams of life even though they face a lot of hurdles. Shyam,
Vroom, Priyanka, Esha and Radhika revolt against the system of injustice in which they are caught. Vroom is
more passionate to see the country reformed with new values. He does not help to see injustice taking place in
the country and for that he disregards politicians for everything. The characters in the novel try their best to
change their fate but the boss of the company always makes them miserable. In the end they are guided by
their inner voice that helped them to remove the hurdles that come before them.

The 3 Mistakes of My Life

In his another novel, The 3 Mistakes of My Life Chetan Bhagat portrays life of young Indians following their
dreams in risky and adventurous way. The novel from the beginning highlights how three friends are
passionate about their future. The novelist has mixed different aspects ranging from contemporary events of
life, historical events to fictitious stories to portray revolutionary nature of Indian Youth.

The characters in the novel are guided by their own conscience and soul highlighting individualistic
nature of man. Every character in the novel has his own peculiarity making himself distinct from others.
Govind is more obsessed with business but his other friends follow life in their own way keeping themselves
peculiar. Ishaan has passion of cricket and he believes that through sports he wants to serve the country. But
he does not get opportunity to play in Indian cricket team. He decides to guide kids so that it can provide him
a way to serve the country.  The obstacles are many and he does not care for consequences. Vidya is more
rebellious in her nature as she expresses herself more freely as compared to others. In her relation with Govind
she is more vocal to express her feelings as compared to Govind who remains hesitant to go forward in the
expression of his feelings and passions for Vidya. The characters don’t pay heed to advices given to them by
their parents but carry on their lives as per their dreams and aspirations.

2 States: The Story of My Marriage

In 2 States the novelist has presented an authentic picture of clash between modern and old generation
and both the main characters do not not accept any kind  of  over domination  by the old generation. The
modern generation believes in freedom of choice in matrimonial alliance to ensure respect, dignity and
freedom of life.  They believe in revolutionary thinking where there is no scope for traditional culture and
values. Through their novel approach they are able to remove the ill wills and grudges of their respective
communities against each other. Krish succeeds in winning the hand of Ananya’s parents by his soft and
convenient approach . Same is the case of Ananya who despite all the problems tries to adopt herself. She uses
her traditional Bharatnatyam dance giving lessons and training to one of his cousins earning her a little
appreciation in the family. In one of the marriages in the family things get complicated because the groom
demands more dowries from the father of girl, Ananya with her confidence plays an important role to change
the mind of groom. She convinces him to act like a reasonable person:

Do you know what Minti’s parents had to go through to do the wedding for you? That car cost two and half
years salary, Mr. Duke! These two parties have thrown him into debt. Now you want an Accent? It won’t be
your Accent, it will be what you managed to wrench out of a hapless father who didn’t want a drama at his
daughter’s wedding to turn into a scandal.  ( 2 States: 214).

The arguments of Ananya make her to win the applause from all and surprise all the elders of the
family.

Revolution 2020: Love, Corruption, Ambition
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The same signs of revolution are observed in the character of Raghav in Revolution 2020. Raghav’s
revolutionary ideology is solely associated with the national interest. He is very much irritated by the
corruption prevailed in the country. In the novel he appears to be the man of action. He speaks against
corruption and for that he prefers journalism to engineering. He passionately fights to eliminate corruption
from the country. He strongly believes on his own self and strives to bring the change in the adverse
conditions. His own words reflects his commitment to the cause:

‘What are you passionate about?’
‘Making a difference. Changing India for the better. That is what we live for,’ Raghav said.
‘Is it true that you believe India will have a revolution in the year 2020?’
‘Yes’ but we all have to work towards it and make sacrifices for it.’
‘What exactly where truth, justice and equality are respected more than power. Such societies progress the
most.’
‘Can you explain that?’
‘Power-driven societies resemble animal societies. “Might is right” is the rule of the jungle and applied to
beasts. And beasts do not progress. Humans do.’ (Revolution 2020: 244)

Through his preferred career of journalism he thinks that he may be able to contribute more by this
profession than becoming an engineer. At the outset, he exposes the corruption being practiced in the society
in various fields. He also exposes the local MLA Shukla for all the illegal money he has made in the Ganga
Action Plan. He exposes how the Government ration shop owners, cooking gas cylinder distributors and much
other practices of corruption exploit the lower middle class people. He exposes all the government offices for
taking bribes for various approvals and sanctions. From politicians to public servants, nobody has escaped his
power of the pen. The deteriorated condition of the country is reflected by him in a high revolutionary tone in
his articles under the title ‘Because enough is enough’ as:

What do you say about a society whose top leaders are the biggest crooks? What do you do in a system where
almost anyone with power is corrupt? India has suffered enough. From childhood we are told India is a poor
country. Why? There are countries in this world where an average person makes more than fifty times that an
average Indian makes. Fifty times? Are their people really fifty times more capable than us? Does an Indian
farmer not work hard? Does an Indian student not study? Do we not want to do well? Why, we are we than
doomed to be poor? (Revolution 2020: 205)

Raghav further displays his revolutionary thinking in the following statements:

This has to stop. We have to clean the system. Che Guevara, the great revolutionary, one said, ‘Power is not
an apple that falls from a tree into your lap. Power has to be snatched from people who already have it.’ We
have to start a revolution, a revolution that resets our corrupt system. A system that shifts power back into the
hands of the people, and treats politicians like workers, not kings (Revolution 2020: 205).

Raghav strongly believes in the inevitable change in India wherein citizens will be politically and
socially conscious guiding by principles of individual responsibility and that will enable them to play the role
of a good citizen. Their attitude will compel politicians to act as servants not as leaders with sole motto of
grabbing wealth of common people. For this change he expects sacrifice from his people and it can be
reflected in the following passage of his novel:

Of course, this won’t happen overnight. This also won’t happen until the real suffering begins. As India’s
young population increases, we will need more good colleges and jobs. Soon, there won’t be enough. People
will realize who is fooling them. It could take ten years. I call it Revolution 2020, the year in which it will
happen, the movement that will finally shake the much off India. When the internet will connect all colleges
across the country. When we will go on strike, shut down everything, until things are fixed. When young
people will leave their classes and offices and come on to the streets. When Indians will get justice and the
guilty will be punished. And it will bring you in Varanasi. For that reason, we bring you Revolution 2020.
(Revolution 2020: 205-06)
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Through the portrayal of different characters of his novels, Chetan Bhagat has been able to infuse
voice among the voiceless. It can be witnessed in many of his young characters with revolutionary values.
Therefore, he believes if we have to make prosperous and progressive India we need to cherish these values
optimistically.
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